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AGGLOMERATION AND THE
PRICE OF LAND: EVIDENCE
FROM THE PREFECTURES
AB STRACF
We use Japanese prefectural wage and land price data to estimate the magnitude of
agglomeration effects in manufacturing and finance. We also examine the range of
agglomerationeffects by estimating theextent to which they diminish withdistance, using a
specification that encompasses the polar cases of purely local agglomerationeconomies, on the
one hand, and nationalincreasing returns to scale, on the other. Wefmdthat agglomeration
effects are slightly stronger in financialservices than in manufacturing, and that theydiminish
substantially with distance in either sector. Ourestimates indicate thatagglomeration effects can
explain about 5.6 per cent of the growth in Japanese output per worker in manufacturing and
about 8.9 per cent ofthe growth in output per worker infmancial services during 1976-1988.
Our estimates imply that, while the average elasticity ofproductivity with respect to
agglomeration isbetween 10 and 15 per cent,agglomeration economies in the largest prefectures
arenearly exhausted.
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A number of explanations of edonomic growth focus on increasing returns
to scale external to the firm as a source of increased productivity.1
External effects also play a central role in theliteratureon urban location,
where they provide an explanation for the existence of cities.2 Indeed, Lucas
(1988) notes the similarity of his explanation of economic growthand
explanations for cities:
1t seems to we that the 'force' we need to postulate for the central
role of cities in economic life is of exactly the same character as the
'external human capital I have postulated as a force to account for
certain features of aggregative development. If so, then land rents
should provide an indirect measure of this force,...(p. 39).
The twoliteraturesdiffer in twobasicrespects, however. For one
thing, the growth literature has assumed externalities atthe aggregate level.
while the urban literature treats externalities as local. Second, mostmodels
of growth have not incorporated a productive role for land; all factorsof
production except labor are reproducible. Hencethere is no natural limit to
the supply of complementary factors available to an individualworker.
However, not surprisingly, land plays a central rolein the urban literature.-
The competition among factors for scarce land in an
1See, for example, Arrow (1962), Romer (1986), and Lucas (1988).
2Exsmples of models that focus on externalities atthe urban level are Mills
(1967), Arnott (1979), Helpman and Pines (1980), andHenderson (1988).
Henderson (1987) surveys this literature.-2-
urban location provides a centrifugal force to offset centripetal
agglomeration effects. Congestion effects explain the existence of multiple
cities and economic activity in nonurban locations. If agglomeration effects
are never offset by competition for scarce land then activity shouldconverge
to a single point that would become a 'black hole' of economic activity.
Presumably the limitations on economic activity implied by finite natural
resources act as a constraint on economic growth as well.
Data on urban activity over time and across countries indicate astrong
correlation between economic growth and urbanization. This relationship
suggests that the benefits of proximity increasingly outweigh the costs of
congestion as economies develop.'
The relationship between urbanization and growth has been attributedto
various interrelated factors.' Oneislocal scale economies, both internal
and external to the firm,inindustrial activity (as modeled, for instance, by
Henderson (1988)). Another explanation is that the increased specialization
of labor and differentiation of coodities associated withdevelopment make
trade at a central location more desirable (as suggested, forexample, by
Diamond's (1982) models of search). The first argumentexplainsurbanization
and city size by the development of particular industries. Sassen (1991), for
example, relates the most recent growth of New York, London, and Tokyoto the
growthof international finance.' The second suggests that urbanization is
'Kuznets (1966, pp. 272.273) found that the per cent of the populationliving
in urban locations grew substantially between the beginning and the middle of
the twentieth century in all of a sample of twelve now industrialized
countries. Chenery and Syrquin (1975), applying pooled time-series
cross-sectional regression analysis to international data,foundthat the
population of a typical country became more than 50 per cent urban once its
per capita income exceeded $500 (in 1964 US $),andtapered off at 75 per cent
once per capita CNP exceeded $2000.
'Jacobs (1969, 1984) is, of course, the basic reference.
'Boone (1989) finds that higher land prices in Japanese prefectures are-3.
likely to be associated with agglomerations of more specialized, and more
educated, individuals (as suggested by Glacier stat. (1991)).
The lack of comprehensive, uniform data on land rents or prices across
time andspacehas impeded seriousinvestigationof the extentandrangeof
agglomeration effects onproductivity. An exception to this absence of data
is Japan, where the Economic Planning Agency of the Government of Japan has
reported commercial and residential property values by prefecture since the
early l9lOs. Given the enormous rsnge in the intensity of land useacrossthe
46 prefectures of the Japanese archipelago, these data provide an excellent
source of information on agglomeration effects. Ourpurposehere is to
exploit these data to measure the intensity and scope of the effects of
agglomeration on productivity.
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we develop a model of industry
productionwith positive production externalities among firms:More
productionby one firm raises productivity in firms nearby. The effect
diminishes across space. The model encompasses the two polar cases that have
received the most attention:
In one, agglomeration effects are completely local, with possible
positivespillovers between firms within a region but not across regions. The
urbaneconomics literature has devoted the most attention to this case.
Ciccone and Hall (1993) have recently estimated the extent of spillovers of
thistype with12.5. countyandstate data, finding an elasticity with respect
todensity of .04. A maintained assumption is that spiltovers are purely
local.
Inthe other polar case, spillover effects are nationwide, with distance
imposing no impediment. The international trade and macroeconomics literature
associated with greater production of financial services.-4-
hasfocused on externalities of this type.'Caballeroand Lyons C1992)
recently estimated the external economies in U.S.manufacturingas a whole at
about 20 to 30 per cent.T
In Section3 wedescribe how weuse themodel to infer the magnitudeand
geographicalreach of external economies from Japanese prefectural data on
land prices, wages, outputs, and regional characteristics. We useannual data
forthe period 1976 through 1988. Because of spectacular growth in the output
offinancial services in Japan during this period, and the attention given to
it by Sassen (1991) and Boone (1989), we estimatethe extent and range of
agglomerationeffects in manufacturing and financial services separately.
Section4 analysesour results. We find elasticities of productivity
withrespect to local activity between 10 and 15 per cent in manufacturing and
between 12 and 20 per cent in finance. Our estimates of the elasticities with
respect to nationwide activity are about 2 to S per cent higher in each case.
For both sectors we find that the impact of agglomeration on productivity
diminishessubstantiallywithdistance. Activity 10 kilometers away has half
orless the impact of activity in the mnediate vicinity. The estimated
effect of agglomeration on productivity is within two per cent of the
theoretical maximum implied by our specification for the largest prefectures,
butonly about three-fourths of the theoretical maximum in prefectures with
the smallest agglomeration effects. Agglomeration influences the comparative
advantage of prefectures a. financial and manufacturing centers, and we
discuss how this comparative advantage has shifted over time. Our estimates
implythat increased agglomeration can explain about 5.6 per cent of the
'Helpman (1984) surveys models of international trade with positive production
externalities.
'We focus on economies of agglomeration across space rather than over time.
Henderson (1994) has recently estimated the extent of temporal rather than
spatial decay of agglomeration effects.-5-
growth of output per worker in manufacturing and about 8.9 per cent of the
growthof output per worker in finance during the period that we examine.
section 5 discusses some implications of our results.
2. A Model of Prefectural Productionand LandRents
Wefirst discuss the theoretical framework that we use to estimate the
extent and range of agglomeration affects in manufacturing and finance. As is
standard in much of the literature on externalities, we treat technologyat
theplant level as linear homogeneous in the plant's inputs, but allow
productivity at the plant level to depend on the general level of activity at
nearby plants in that industry in the region. specifically, we measure the





where is a measure of the overall activity of industry i in prefecture j,
and d is the distance between prefecture p and prefecture j. At one
extreme, if S —• thenagglomeration economies are purely local in nature:
Increased activity in neighboring prefectures creates no externalities. At
the other extreme ifS —0 then increased activity in this industry anywhere.
in the country increases productivity in prefecture p to the sane extent:
External economies are then nationwide.'
We introduce agglomeration effects into the production function as
"Cravity models of international trade employ a similar specification to
estimate trade intensity between countries: Intensity increases with the
product of the trading partners' incomes but diminishes with the distance
between them. Deardorff (1984) discusses the model and its origins.follows: Output Yfip of plant f in industry I producing in prefecture p. as a
function of its inputs kfip of capital, 1fi of labor, and tfip of land, and
prefectural agglomeration in that industry, is:
—e (2)
where:
ci(k.l.t) —k 1 t . (3)
Here captures the extent of external economies in industry i and
Li'
and 1•8Li'Ti are factor shares for that industry. The function contains
time and prefectural characteristicsc that affect productivity as arguments.
Theten is a lognormally distributed error.
We adapt this functional form for thecontributionof external economies
from Henderson (1987). This specification implies that the elasticity of
productivity with respect to total economic activityis large at low levels of
activityand diminishes with increased economicactivity as the contribution
ofagglomeration reaches its theoretical maximua of one.' The specification
differs, for example, from what i.impliedby the Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) model
of product differentiation, which hasbeenapplied to urban analysis by Fujita
(1988). two simpleaicroeconomicmodels that yield this specification are the
following:
'Ifproduction is Cobb-Douglas and allfactors except land are mobile then the
elasticityof production with respect to urban activity must diminish for
cities of finite size to emerge. If external effects have a constant
elasticity that is lower than the land share then activity will spread out
evenly across space, while if the elasticity exceeds the land share it will
collapse to a single point. See Henderson's (1987) discussion..7-
Product Di.! I stan elation:
One model captures the same Smithian notion that productivity increases
with th. division of labor among plants as the Dixit-Stiglitz (1977)
framework. Specifically, say that the output y1 of plant I is a function of
the number of plants N in its industry from which it buys inputs to produce
its own output. In particular, let:
'k 1 t
YfLe 'i' I' I' f
If the minimum efficient plant size in the industry is 1i' then the number of
plants in a prefecture will be proportional to industry output. Say that the
output of a plant used as an input elsewhere is tradable at zero cost over a
radius r. Also assume that it is so expensive to trade the output over a
larger radius that it is not worth using elsewhere, If r has distribution
1-l/(l+Er)2, then the probability that that a plant will buy from another
plant a distance r awayis l/(l+&r)2. Together these assumptions imply the
specification that we use here.
KarkiC Its! orma tion
Anothermotivation for this specification is the superior knowledge about
market conditions provided by greater levels of economic activity. Say, for
example, that consumers desire a characteristic of a product •tattime t,and
that evolves continuously according to the random walk process:
dot —cdt-8-
where z isa standardnormal Wiener process. Consumers value acommodity
embodyingcharacteristic S as equivalent to of a product embodying
characteristic 9*• Hence producers of a product with characteristic S will
••2
have to price it at a discount of •-
.Plantscan embody any value of I
in their products at equal cost.
Producers form their beliefs about S by observing the price at which
products of different qualities are sold. The most recent observation
provides the best estimate of the current value of I, and will predict the
current value with variance c2t, where tisthe time that has lapsed since
that transaction.
Suppose that the frequency of transactions in a prefecture is
proportional to economic activity in the industry there, with a share
1/(l+Sr)2 of transactions observed in a prefecture a distancer away. Under
these assumptions, finn in prefecture p will have a forecast error that is
proportional to l/ZY/(l+Ed)2.Theaverage value of their products will
fall as this forecast error rises according to the specification in equation
(2).
3. Data and Estimation
Ourtaskis to estimate the parameters #.and & from Japanese prefectural
data. We do so not by estimating the production function in equation (2), but
by estimating the corresponding cost function. Cost minimization by firms
implies that prefectural external economies and prefectural production
amenities should exactly offset differences in factor costs across
prefectures.Our procedureis to relate prefectural factor cost to external
economiesand prefectural amenities in order to estimate 4and6.-9-
We use data for the period 1976-198B.'° Hence we have a panel with 598
observations (46 prefectures over 13 years). All data are in 1980 real yen't.
flctoral D.coszpoaitlon
We estimate the parametersand S for manufacturingandfor financial
services separately. Of the remaining sectors listed in Table 1, we remove
agriculture and mining from the analysis. Both contribute negligibly to
output and employment, and we regard the determination of their location.as
largelyindependentof the agglomeration and congestion effects that we
address here.''
Of the remaining sectors, we treat (1) manufacturing and (2) finance and
insurance as producing output that is primarily tradable among prefectures,
and subject to the external economies modeled in Section 3. We treat the
remaining 6 sectors as producing outputs that are nontradable, selling either
to businesses or to households within the prefecture. We assume that these
sectors produce at constant returns to scale at both the, plant and industry
levels, so are not themselves subject to external economies.
'°Prior to 1915 the sectoral decomposition of prefectural value added was not
consistent with the decomposition of the prefectural labor force.
ttWe obtained annual prefectural consumer price indices from various issues of
the Japan Statistical Yearbook.
'21n 1988 agricultural production was 2.7 per cent and mining was 0.3 per cent
of Japanese GDP. Japanese tax policy treats agricultural land that was in
agricultural use before 1950 very favorably relative to other land.
Agricultural land ii taxed at a lower rate than the standard tax and at 1.4
per cent of its assessed value. In most cases, agricultural land is exempt
from inheritance taxes. We treat conversion of agricultural land to other
uses as exogenous (determined, for example, by government policies) rather as
the outcome of market forces. (Nevertheless, the anticipation that policies
that protect agricultural land might be removed could have a significant
effect on nonagricultural land prices, in particular, tending to depress them
in prefectures where agricultural land is more plentiful.)-10-
Local raceor Cost
We trBat capital as completely mobile across prefectures, so that plants
everywhere face the same cost of capital. Time effects thus pickup the
effectof variations in the cost of capital over tine. Hence only differences
in wages and land rents create variation in local fActor costs across
prefectures. In order to obtain estimates of the cost of production by
prefecture for manufacturingandfinancialservices,then, we need to measure
wage and land rents by prefecture, and their local (direct and indirect)
shares in production.
Wages
Wages by industry and prefecture for the two traded and six nontraded
sectors are calculated as the average labor cost per worker.15
Land Rents
The user cost of land is the rent, but we could only obtain comprehensive
data on land prices.'4 Denoting the rent during period t as Rt. the price of
land in period tas and the nominal opportunitycost of capital as r. the
magnitudes arerelated by:
13We obtained the average labor cost per worker in eachprefecture from the
Annual R.port on Pr.f.ctural Accounts. Thenumber of workers in each sector
by prefecture is takenfrom the Japan Statistical Yearbook.
14Weobtain annualprefecturalland prices by dividing private land values by
the private usable land area of the prefecture. We take private prefectural
landvalues from the Economic Planning Agency's Annual Report on the National




where 4l is the price of land in that is expected in period t+l. We usethe
expected return on the stock market as our cost of.cspital variable. We
infer the expected land rent by estimating the equation:
ln(rt_t4t) —PtDt+PrDpr+Upt
(El)
on our prefectural panel. Here TMpr is the coefficient of the dummyvariable
Dpr that indicates the prefecturets region, p is the coefficient on the time
dummyDtIand is the error.1' We use the forecast from this equation as
our measure of local factor cost. We estimate this equation simultaneously
with our estimation of the cost functions in manufacturing and in financial
services.
Factor shares
Weweight land and labor costs by their direct and indirect shares in
production for each sector, using the 1980 national input-output matrix." We
partition thi, matrix between its twotradedand six nontraded components as:
t5We obtained this measure by estimating the total return on equity (dividends
plus capital gain) as a first order autoregressive moving average process. We
then used the one-period-ahead forecast as the expected return on capital.
Data on the total return on equity are from Hamao and Ibbotson (1989).
"Regional dummies are based on ourdivisionof the Japanese archipelago into
ten regions: Hokkaido, Tohoku, Hokuriku, ICanto (other than greater Tokyo),
GreaterTokyo, Tokai •Kinki,Chugoku, Shikoku, and Kyushu. Table Al shows how
we assigned individual prefectures to these regions.
"The input-output matrix is from the Annual Report onNationalaccounts.-12-
A ATN
ANN
The total share of factor a in sector 1, then, is given by
im —iia+P(I.A;)'ANP
where iithedir.ct share of factor a in value added in industry I, A. is
the shareofvalue added in the output of industry i, is &6x1column
vectorofthe direct shares of factor a in the nontraded sectors, and AN ii
the 6x1 vector of the corresponding shares of nontraded sectors in producing
the output of sector i.
We calculate direct factor share. in value added for each of the eight
sector, from national income accounts data from 1981 to 1985. The labor share
in production for each sector is taken from national accounts data on wage
payments by sector. Data on the reproducible capital stock by sector are
multiplied by the long-ten real interest rate to provide an estimate of the
share of reproducible capital." We treat the residual as the land share.
Industry Activity
Weemploy twodifferent measures of industry activity. One is simply
industryvalue added in the prefecture. The other is the density of industry
value added1 or value added per unitofusable land.1' Which measure is more
"TheEconomic Planning Agency (1988) provides the national capital stock of
the private sector by industry. Long-ten real interest rates are from Raaao
and Ibbotson (1989).
"Data on value added by industry are froa various issues of the AnnualReport
on Vi.NationalAccounts while usable land area by prefecture are from the
JapanStatistical Yearbook.-13-
appropriate depends upon the nature of agglomeration effects within and
betweenprefectures. Onepossibility is that transportation and
communicationscosts within a prefecture are very low relative to those
betweenprefectures. This wouldbe the case, for example,if individual
prefecturalboundaries tend to correspond to geographical barriers1 such as
mountainranges and rivers, or if transportation and communications systems
were much thicker within prefectures than between them.Inthis case total
prefectural value added would provide the better measure of prefectural
activity. Another possibility is that prefectural boundaries have little
bearing on the range of agglomeration effects, in which case the density of
activity in the prefecture captures economies of agglomeration better than the
total level.
In fact, as we discuss below, the twomeasuresyield similar estimates of
the scale of external economies. The total value added measure provides
somewhat better explanatory power and allows us to identify the role of
distance much more precisely.
Prefectural Amenities
Tocapture other features that might affect productivity, we include the
number ofports (PORTS) andShinkansen (bullet train) stations in the
prefecture.'°Only the number of ports was significant, and results with the
number of Shinkansen stations are not reported.
Hence for the twosectorsi—K,? we estimated the equation:
Data on the number of ports and Shinkansen stations are from Asahi
Newspapers (1991).-14-
$Tih1pt +lfl(PrDpr+PtDt)J+lflW —
46Yii2+cPOItTS +wD+wD +v (E2)
j —l (l+Sd ) p pr
p.,
jointly with equation (El) to determine Pt.Pd•WoPwtPwd•#ti,and g.Wealso
estimatedthe equations without the regional dummies in thecost equation.
Apotential source of simultaneity bias is that unobserved prefecture
characteristics that enhance productivity in the prefecture may simultaneously
raisevalue added in that and in nearby prefectures and raise the cost of
labor and land in that prefecture. To correct for possible simultaneity bias
we also estimated equations (El) and (El) using instrumental variables for the
termAir. Instruments were the amount ofland in the prefecture designated
as capable of development", average temperature, and the average number of
days of sunshine per year.2' Ourinstrumentalvariables appear to have better
explanatory power for manufacturing than for finance, and for total value
added than for density. Since manufacturing is the larger sector for all of
the prefectures we consider, there is also more reason to think that
simultaneity bias is greater in this sector. For these reasons we place more
weight on the instrumented (IV) equations in the case of manufacturing and on
the uninstrumented (non-IV) equations in the case of finance, although we
report all sets of results.
We estimated all specifications with the Full-Information
Maximum-Likelihood Technique in TSP. Because of the very nonlinear nature of
the estimation, we estimatedeach system of equations for given values of S
between 0and 1. We report the estimate that laxinized the log likelihood
function.The reported standard errors for other coefficients, calculated by
21Data on average temperature and on the average number of days of sunshine
arefrom Asahinewspapers (1991).-15-
theBerndt-Mall-Hall-Hausman method, are thus conditional on the indicated
value of S being the true value.
When density serves as theindustryscale variable, the likelthood
functionasa functionofS is very flat. The value of S that maximizedthe
log likelihood was consequently very unstable, and sensitive to the use of
instrumental variables. The implied national agglomeration effects at the
nationallevel are similar to those weobtain when we use the level, of
activity. For thesereasons our discussion focuses mostly on the results in
whichtotalvalue added rather than its density serves as the measure of
prefecturalactivity.
4. Results
Appendix A reports the basic estimation results. We discuss four aspects
in turn:(1) the effect of distance, or the range of agglomeration effects,
(2) the elasticity of productivity with respect to agglomeration at the local
and national levels, (3) the magnitude of agglomeration effects across
prefectures and industries, and (4) the contribution of increased
agglomeration to productivity growth both to individual prefectures and
nationally.
Dista,ic.
Table 3 reports, in its third column, the coefficient S on distance in
the agglomeration term for the various cases. A value of zero implies that
agglomeration effects are nationwide, corresponding to aggregate external
economies of scale, while an infinite value means that agglomeration effects-16-
are purely local. Except for the case of finance with IV correction, the
estimated distance coefficient I is 0.06 or 0.07 for both manufacturing and
finance. The coefficient on distance in finance with IV correction is .03.
Table 4 reports the implication., of these estimates for the gradient of
the agglomeration effect. Infact, the range of estimates of & imply a quite
similar, and fairly steep, gradient. Moving activity a kilometer away from a
location reduces its contribution to productivity at that location by between
81 and 94 per cent of its impact in the immediate vicinity, while moving it
away 10 kilometers reduces its impact to between 39 and 57 per cent. Moving
activity 100 kilometer. away dilutes it. impact to only 2 to 6 per cent of its
local impact.22
We conclude, then, that agglomeration effects are substantially local in
character. Nevertheless, this range of estimates leaves room for substantial
productivity spillovers across prefectures, as we now discuss.
Pr.f.ctural and National Agglomeration Elasticities
Since the magnitude of the parameter #dependson units in which value
added is measured, we find it more instructive to report the elasticity of the
effect of activity on productivity implied by our estimates of # and S. Our
specification implies that this elasticity decline, as the overall measure of
nearby activity increases, however, so that the effect can vary substantially
from prefecture to prefecture. Hence we calculate the elasticities implied tji
our estimates for each prefecture at the average value of the agglomeration
22When density rather than the level of vilue added served as the activity
indicator, our estimate of & was very sensitive to IV correction. Without
correction the estimate was very high, implying virtually no spillovers beyond
the immediate vicinity, while with the correctiontheimplied spillovers were
national.-17-
variable during the period of estimation, table 5 reports the calculated
elasticities prefecture by prefecture. Note that they vary widely, and are
substantially lower in large prefectures. Table 3 reports the simple average
of the prefectural elasticities.
We report elasticities of two types. One we call the local elasticity,
which is the percentage increase in productivity at a location resulting from
a one per cent increase in activity at that location holdingactivity
elsewher,constant.Wealso calculate the national elasticity for each
prefecture, whichis the percentage effect on productivity in that prefecture
ofa one per cent increase in activity inall prefectures.
Thepresence of regional dties in the cost equations tends to reduce
thesize ofthe elasticities by between 3to8 per cent. This reduction is
not surprising since the 10 regional d*ies eliminate the contribution of
cross-regional variability to the estimation.
Instrumental variables correction reduces the estimated elasticities for
finance when total value added measures activity, and for both industries when
densitymeasures activity. This direction is expected since unobserved
prefectural characteristics that raise productivity in a prefecture will also
raise factor cost in the prefecture. Surprisingly, IV correction actually
raises the estimated elasticities slightly in manufacturing when total value
added measures activity.
Without IV correction, both the local andnational elasticities in
financeexceed those in manufacturing by 3 to 8 percentage points. Since
instrumentalvariablescorrection reduces the estimated elasticities for
financeconsiderably, and slightly raises those for manufacturing,
instrumental variable, correction reverses the ordering between the two
industries. Since financeis a smaller share of prefectural CD? than is-18-
manufacturing for all prefecture., there is less scope for simultaneity bias
in finance. Moreover, our instruments explain manufacturingCDPmore
successfully than they explain financial CDP. For this reason we concentrate
more on the IV corrected equations in manufacturing andtheuncorrected
equations in finance.
The elasticitiesindicate that externalities for both industries are
largelylocal, With total value addedmeasuring activity,estimates of local
elasticitiesrange from' 9 to 20 per cent, with the national elasticity a
quarter to half as much higher.
It is useful to compare our results on the regionalscopeof
externalities withCaballeroand Lyons' (1992) findingabout their sectoral
scope.Their study finds that,within U.S. manufacturing,externaleffects
aresmall within sectors but substantial across manufacturing as a whole. In
contrast, we find strong externalities within regions but less between them.
Together, our results suggest that location rather than specialization is a
much greater source of external effects,
TheExhaustion of Agglomeration Externalities
Table6 reports the contribution of total agglomeration economies in each
industry in each prefecture, i.e. the value of ten exP(#/A)where Ai is
givenin equation 1, at the beginning and at the end of the sanple. We report
these for the case in which regional dummies are included in (U), using the
IV-corrected measure of manufacturing activity and the non-IV corrected
measure of financial activity.
The agglomeration measure exp(.o/Ai ) has a theoretical maximum of 1.
Note that the measure for some prefectures is within one or two percentage-19-
points of this maximum,indicatingthat the potential for agglomeration
economiesii nearlyexhausted.
For manufacturing. Tokyo andAichi (Nagoya) prefectures report the
largest agglomeration externalities in 1990, both above .99. At the other
extreme, Aomori prefecturein northern Honshuand Nagasaki prefecturein
Kyushu have the lowestmanufacturing externalitiesin1990,at about 75and77
per cent ofthe theoretical maximum, respectively. These figures imply that
the low levelof manufacturing in andaroundthis second pair of prefectures
loweredproductivity there to little over three-fourths of what it is in the
first pair.
In finance, the largest agglomeration effects appear again for Tokyo now
followed by Kanagawa (Yokohama). Miyazaki prefecture in Kyushu,and then
Akinprefecture in Northern Honshu, report the lowest level of agglomeration
externalities.
Relative agglomeration effects also contribute to the comparative
advantage of prefectures between manufacturing and finance. In Chiba and
Hokkaido, for example, the contribution of agglomeration to productivity is
about the same in manufacturing and finance, but in prefectures like Aichi and
Shiga, the contribution of agglomeration to productivity is about 3 per cent
higher in manufacturing than it is in finance.
Moreover, the contribution of agglomeration economies to comparative
advantage has shifted over time. Over the entire period externalities in
finance have grown by about three per cent in ICanagawa and only by one per
cent in manufacturing. In Aomori prefecture, however, manufacturing
externalities grew by about 9 per cent inmanufacturing, but only by about 5
per cent in finance.
Our functional form forces the contribution of aggloeration to-20-
productivity to diminish with the agglomeration parameter A. To test whether
or not a diminishing agglomeration effect is implied by the data, we estimated
the model using the following variant of the production function (2):
'fip —cAiP)(0l+0zl1ip)cickfijfi,tfi)i(c,t)Uit.
(2')
This specification allows the agglomeration elasticity either to increase
(02> 0)orto decrease (02 <0), and encompassesthe special case of a
constantelasticityof productivitywith respect to agglomeration (02 —0)
assumed,for example, by Ciccone and Hall (1993). For most values of 6, we
obtained significantly positive estimates of and significantly negative
estimates of 02. For all values of $ that we considered, the estimated
coefficients imply an average agglomeration elasticity for Japan as a whole
similar to what we report here, and negative agglomeration elasticities for
the largest prefectures.
Agglomeration and Growth
Table 6 also reports the growth in the agglomeration measure during the
semple period for each prefecture. The CDP-weighted national average growth
in the manufacturing agglomeration measure is .17 per cent while the growth in
the finance agglomeration measure is .26 per cent. These measures compare
with an overall growth in output per worker of 3.0 per cent in manufacturing --
and2.9 per cent in finance. Hence, agglomeration effects can account for a
small but nontrivial part of overall growth in per capita output in these
sectors.-21-
5.Conclusion
This paper has used data on land prices and wages in the Japanese
prefectures to infer the extent andrangeof agglomeration economic. in
manufacturing andinfinancialservices. The main implications are that:(1)
while the extent of agglomeration economies in both sectors iisignificant
(withagglomeration elasticities of around 10 per cent or more), they are
fairly localized geographically. (2) ass conclusively we find agglomeration
economies to be larger in finance than in manufacturing. (3) Agglomeration
economies appear to be nearly exhausted in the prefectureswherethey are most
pronounced.(4)The lowest observed measures of agglomeration economies imply
productivity levels that are about three-quarters of the highest observed
agglomeration economies. The exploitation of agglomeration economies can
explain about 5.6 per cent of the labor productivity growth in manufacturing
and 8.9 per cent of labor productivity growth in finance during the period of
our sample.
These results suggest an explanation for the increase4 concentration of
land prices in Japanbased on the growth of the financial service sector, If
financialservices tend to occupy localities with larger land areas, either
because of historical accident or because agglomeration effects are more
pronounced in these sectors, then an increase in the relative price of these
services in terms of manufactures will act to increase relative land prices in
larger areas. Of the ten regions in Table Al1 the Greater Tokyo region has
thelargest area of land that could b. used for building purposes,followed by
theKinkiarea,2'As a consequence of higher land prices in these areas, and
2Other regions such as Hokkaidoand Holcuriku havehigher total land areas,
butmost of this land is mountainous,forested, or agricultural and hence not
availablefor private development. Within the Tokyo region, even the-22-
ofhigher wages that workers mustthereforebe paid to compensate thea for the
highercostof living in these areas, manufacturing activity will shift toward
smaller areas. The net effect on total prefectural output may be relatively
small.
individual prefectures of Chiba, Kanagawa, andTokyohave more usable land
area than any others except Hokkaido and Aichi.-23-
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Table1
CrossPrefectural Product: Private Sector Industries
Traded Goods and Services:
Manufactures
FinanceandInsurance
Nontraded0 Goods and Services:
Construction










Direct and indirect labor share in manufacturing value added .72
Direct and indirect labor share in financial service value added .70
Direct and indirect land share in manufacturing value added .12
0TF Direct and indirect land share in financial services value added .28
Valuations are in billions of 1980 yen, distances are measured in
kilometers and areas in square kilometers.TABLE 3:
AVERAGE ELASTICITIES AND DISTANCE COEFFICIENTS
TOTAL VAUJEADDED LOCAL ELASTICITY NATIONAL ELASTICITY DELTA
MANUFACTURING
SINGLE EQUATION
WTTHOUTREGIONALDUMMIES 0.133 0.159 0.07
WiTH REGIONAL DUMMIES 0.1 0.12 0.06
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES
WITHOUT REGIONAL DUMMIES 0.152 0.177 0.07
WiTH REGIONAL DUMMIES 0.101 0.12 0.07
FINANCE
SINGLE EQUATION
WiTHOUT REGIONAL DUMMIES 0.199 0.244 0.06
WITH REGIONAL DUMMIES 0.136 0.167 0.06
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES
WITHOUT REGIONAL DUMMIES 0.12 0.2 0.03




SINGLE EQUATION 0.15 0.15 0.5
INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES 0.02 0.18 0.005
FINANCE
WiTH REGIONAL DUMMIES
SINGLE EQUATION 0.25 0.25 0.45












0.07 100 0.02TABLE 5:AGGLOMERATION ELASTICITIES
PrefectureNumberL.oc Man Elas NatManElas Lot Fin Elas Nat Fin Elas
Hokkaldo 1 0.071 0.071 0.066 0.065
Aomor$ 2 0.329 0.30 0.233 0.241 Iwate 3 0.202 0.221 0.265 0.283
MIyagI 4 0.098 0.108 0.131 0.144 Akita 5 0.236 0.257 0279 0.301
Vamagala 6 0.143 0.168 0.198 0234 Fukushlma 7 0.002 0.089 0.142 0.162
Nllgata 0 0.07 0.072 0.123 0.131
Ibaragl 0 0.038 0.043 0.087 0.119
TothigI 10 0.039 0.045 0.084 0.129 Gunrna 11 0.045 0.053 0.077 0.109
Saltama 12 0.011 0.018 0.01 0.027 Chlba 13 0.018 0.027 0.021 0.041
Tokyo 14 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.001
Kanagawa 15 0.011 0.013 0.018 0.029
Yamanashl 16 0.081 0.127 0.109 02
Nagano 17 0.059 0.064 0.091 0.109
Shlzuoka 18 0.029 0.03 0.068 0.072
Toyama 19 0.091 0.103 0.168 0.199
Ishilcawa 20 0.114 0.142 0.169 0.198
Gifu 21 0.03 0.048 0.068 0.108
AichI 22 0.013 0.013 0.034 0.035
Mb 23 0.045 0.059 0.103 0.141
Fukul 24 0.116 0.159 0.188 0.239
Shiga 25 0.025 0.044 0.032 0.102
Kyoto 26 0.023 0.036 0.042 0.062
Osaka 27 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.016
Hyogo 28 0.015 0.021 0.032 0.042
Nara 29 0.029 0.072 0.041 0.113
Wakayama 30 0.058 0.089 o.og 0.17
Tottori 31 0.176 0273 0257 0.374
Shlmane 32 0237 0.304 0.334 0.404
Okayama 33 0.051 0.057 0.107 0.129
Hiroshima 34 0.053 0.055 0.091 0.093
Yamaguthi 35 0.091 0.094 0.178 0.193
Tokushlma 36 0.09 0.155 0.139 0.226
Kagawa 37 0.085 0.112 0.114 0.168
Ehime 38 0.108 0.118 0.184 0.199
Kochl 39 0.318 0.377 0261 0.304
Fukuoka 40 0.046 0.047 0.069 0.069
Saga 41 0.156 0215 0.224 0.301
Nagasaki 42 0.228 0256 0254 0.267
Kumamoto 43 0.158 0.184 0207 0.224 Ok 44 0.169 0.166 0.259 0.271
Mbyazaki 45 0.305 0.323 0.37 0.392
Kagoshbma 46 0236 0.244 0212 0212
Averages 0.101 0.12 0.136 0.167TABLE 6:AGGLOMERATION COEFFICIENTS AND GROWTH
Prefecture Number 1990 Man AQgIom 1977.1990 Growth 1990 FIn Agglom 1977.1990 Growth
Hokkaido 1 0.939 0.096 0.945 0.17
Aomori 2 0.759 123 0.81 0.688
Iwate 3 0.843 0.762 0.799 1.28
Miyagi 4 0.919 0.432 0.888 0.404
Akita 5 0.83 1.13 0.777 1.02
Yamagata 6 0.886 0.73.4 0.837 0.877
Fukushima 7 0.936 0.433 0.679 0.818
Nilgata 8 0.939 0.18 0.901 0.439
Ibaragl 9 0.968 0.204 0.928 0.876
Tochigl 10 0.972 0.24 0.922 0.7
Gunma 11 0.982 0.304 0.929 0.494
Saitama 12 0.985 0.071 0.985 0.167
Chiba 13 0.979 0.085 0.978 0.255
Tokyo 14 0.993 0.022 0.997 0.043
Kanagawa 15 0.969 0.033 0.983 0.159
Yamanashi 16 0.912 0.731 0.877 1.02
Nagano 17 0.95 0.26 0.918 0.405
Shizuoka 18 0.977 0.141 0.948 0.276
Toyarna 19 0.923 0.393 0.851 0.6
Ishikawa 20 0.889 0.404 0.852 0.639
Gifu 21 0.953 0.179 0.921 0.402
AichI 22 0.99 0.054 0.975 0.131
Mie 23 0.953 0.203 0.902 0.844
Fukul 24 0.872 0.39 0.832 0.882
Shiga 25 0.967 0.214 0.925 0.364
Kyoto 28 0.97 0.128 0.952 0.204
Osaka 27 0.989 0.02 0.987 0.032
Hyogo 28 0.981 0.032 0.987 0.104
Nara 29 0.939 0.25 0.908 0.286
Wakayama 30 0.913 0.077 0.668 0.424
Tottori 31 0.811 1.06 0.725 0.948
Shimane 32 0.785 1.2 0.718 1.5
Okayama 33 0.957 0.224 0.909 0.467
Hiroshima 34 0.957 0.119 0.928 0.247
Yamaguthi 35 0.934 0.332 0.849 0.48
Tokushima 36 0.873 0.42 0.827 0.655
Kagawa 37 0.905 0.257 0.871 0.478
Ehime 38 0.899 0.077 0.846 0.546
KochI 39 0.897 2.49 0.764 0.904
Fukuoka 40 0.982 0.13 0.948 0.244
Saga 41 0.834 0.692 0.788 1.17
NagasakI 42 0.769 0.022 0.819 1.04
Kumamoto 43 0.888 0.954 0.839 0.91
Olta 4.4 0.889 1.32 0.792 0.813
Miyazaki 45 0.769 1.41 0.722 1.33
Kagoshlrna 46 0.82 0.919 0.848 0.924TABLE Al: REGIONAL ASSIGNMENTS OF THE PREFECTURES
































Equation1: Unit Cost of Production (E2)
Parameter Coefficient
PHI Inverse Agglomeration Measure
PORTS Number of Ports
Z2-ZlO Dummies for Regions 2-10 (See Table Al)
Xl-X13 Dummies for years 1916-1988
Equation 2: User Cost of Land (El)
Parameter Coefficient
BPL1-BPL13Dummies for Years 1976-1988
BPL14-BPL22 Dummies for Regions 2-10 (See Table Al)
Equation3:Instrumental Variable Equation
ParameterCoefficient
BIN1 Amount of Land Capable of Development
51N2 Number of Potts
31N3 Average AnnualTemperature
81N4 Average number of days of sunshine per year
BINS-BIN17Dummies for years 1976-1988
ZIN1B-31N26 Dummies for Regions 2-10 (See Table Al)
All specifications were estimated by the Full-Information Maximua-Likelihood
routine in TSP. Reported equations are for the value of distance deflator
delta that maximizes the log likelihood function. Standard errors are
calculated by the Berndt-Rall-Hall-Hausman method, andareconditional on the
reported estimate of delta being the true value.MANUFACTURING 1
(value added, no IV's, no Regional Duies)
NUMBER 07 OBSERVATIONS —598
Standard
Parameter Eflimata Error t-statigtic
PHI -124.191 6.47492 -19.1812
PORTS .203389 .021130 9.62565
Xl -4.51051 .029520 -152.796
3(2 -4.57924 .040385 -113.391
X3 -4.66484 .050076 -93.1550
X4 -4.59954 .054460 -84.4575
3(5 -4.51357 .056534 -79.8378
3(6 -4.44328 .053083 -83.7038
X7 -6.22626 .065272 -64.7486
3(8 -4.09467 .053654 -76.3163
3(9 -4.06904 .038302 -106.235
XlO -4.01311 .038260 -104.890
Xli -3.97258 .035457 -112.041
X12 -4.03143 .038590 -104.468
X13 -3.95837 .033546 -118.000
B?L1 .126496 .034018 3.71854
EPL2 .050971 .034003 1.49900
BPL3 .021273 .032248 .659686
BPL4 .020859 .032255 .646689
BPL5 .020500 .032261 .635464
321.6 .020502 .032237 .635983
BPL7 .051284 .039544 1.29690
BPL8 .113081 .061138 1.84960
5PL9 .108012 .041405 2.60868
BPL1O .126672 .040799 3.10479
321.11 .125637 .035046 3.58494
BPL12 .060582 .032628 1.85674
3PL13 .070645 .033718 2.09514
321.14 .014801 .033129 .446756
EPL1S .024372 .034068 .715393
BPL16 -.983557E-02.032344 -.304088
BPL17 -.017687 .032087 -.551211
BPL18 -. 893958E-03.032529 -.027482








(value added1 no Iv's, with Regional Dummies)
NUMBER OP OBSERVATIONS —598
Standard
Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic
PHI -100.613 10.0620 -9.99933
PORTS .272563 .023646 11.5268
22 -.102467 .247915 -.413315
Z3 -.115460 .246898 -.467643
24 .139461 .247525 .563422
25 .250999 .245839 1.02099
26 .040343 .247057 .163293
27 .126269 .246727 .511776
28 .640784E-02 .247716 .025868
29 .117302E-02 .248121 .472760E-02
210 .023091 .246686 .093603
Xl -4.64925 .248263 .18.7271
X2 -4.69623 .248520 -18.8968
X3 -4.97856 .459455 .10.8358
X4 -4.93616 .491446 -10.0442
X5 -4.90391 .483200 -10.1488
XE -4.81818 .491975 -9.79356
X7 -4.33686 .257092 -16.8688
X8 -4.22331 .256266 -16.4802
X9 -4.19566 .250849 -16.7258
X10 -4.14043 .249750 -16.5783
Xli -4.09999 .248429 •16.5037
X12 -4.14281 .248490 -16.6719
X13 -4.06841 .247482 -16.4392
BPL1 .124812 .011899 10.4890
BPL2 .054724 .013014 4.20501
BPL3 .235463E-02 .895073E-02 .263065
BPL4 .168306E-02 .715157E-02 .235342
BPLS .769055E-03 .397977E-02 .193241
BPL6 .101614E-02 .483033E-02 .210366
Ba? .057230 .036633 1.56225
BPL8 .112076 .067051 1.67151
8PL9 .107277 .028262 3.79583
BPL1O .125291 .026851 4.66608
BPL1L .124212 .014049 8.84114
BPL12 .064509 .897403E-027.18842
BPL13 .074044 .010790 6.86222
8PL14 .324046E-03 .315601E-02 .102676
BPL15 .750149E-03 .388756E•02 .192962
5PL16 .861460E-03 .413594E-02 .208286
BPL17 .402926E-03 .321804E-02 .125208













PHI -139.890 40.1049 -3.48810
PORTS .213857 .037567 5.69273
Xl -4.49424 .051698 -86.9331
X2 -4.56385 .053290 -85.6411
X3 -4.66045 .062713 -74.3144
X4 -4.59592 .065430 -70.2422
X5 -4.51003 .068001 -66.3231
X6 -4.43867 .065471 -67.7964
X7 -4.21173 .076465 -55.0806
X8 -4.08318 .062647 -65.1779
X9 -4.05833 .047823 -84.8608
X10 -4.00280 .047387 -84.4705
Xli -3.96221 .044916 -88.2146
X12 -4.01980 .045648 -88.0616
X13 -3.94964 .038274 -103.194
EPL1 .129060 .037018 3.48637
8PL2 .053846 .036454 1.47709
SPL.3 .022447 .034727 .646390
8PL4 .022073 .034729 .635574
BPL5 .021689 .034725 .624607
flU .021701 .034700 .625398
BPL7 .054318 .043144 1.25900
flU .115753 .064261 1.80131
BPL.9 .110739 .044223 2.50408
B?L10 .129342 .044144 2.92998
BPL11 .128316 .038257 3.35401
BPL12 .064221 .035503 1.80888
BPL13 .074272 .036182 2.05275
EPLX4 .954924E-02 .037117 .257274
fiLlS .021377 .036727 .582043
BPL16 -.011714 .034793 -.336671
BPL17 -.018988 .034511 -.550188
BPL18 -. 246110E-02.034646 -.071036
BPL19 -.014720 .034424 -.427619
32L20 -. 987922E-02.034719 -.284550
SF1.21 -. 761267E-02.034436 -.221065
BPL22 -.010970 .034109 -.321619Instrumerttal Variable Equation
BIN]. -. 1070822-06 .4145172-07-2.58329
BIN2 .9964512-03.4117942-032.41978
51N3 .1496392-03 .452713E-04-3.30537















@SSR 12.62479 3.88510 0.00058590
@I0CL —4256.51651
DELTA —0.070000MANUFACTURING 4
(value added, with IV'., with regional dummies)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS — 598
Standard
Parameter Estimate Error t-stati.tic
PHI -96.2981 14.8514 -6.48412
PORTS .270093 .028620 9.43713
22 -.098902 .270244 -.365974
Z3 -.108989 .271872 —.400882
Z4 .143995 .273818 .525879
25 .257305 .269786 .953735
26 .045314 .271444 .166935
Z7 .133869 .270228 .495392
28 .015537 .271099 .057312
29 .011721 .271654 .043148
Z10 .027080 .271879 .099605
Xl -4.65137 .272539 -17.0668
X2 -4.69858 .272246 -17.2586
X3 -5.24009 10.8905 -.481164
X4 -5.25787 10.7589 -.488699
X5 -5.20529 10.7571 —.483894
X6 -5.11699 10.7575 —.475668
Xl -4.33918 .281017 -15.4410 U -4.22578 .282184 -14.9752
X9 -4.19819 .274323 -15.3038
X10 -4.14296 .274166 -15.1112
Xli -4.10254 .272362 -15.0628
X12 -4.14530 .272482 -15.2131
X13 -4.07152 .272007 -14.9685
EPL1 .125305 .012504 10.0212
BPL2 .055202 .015262 3.61693
B?!..] .125067E-03 .011340 .011029
EPL4 .279231E-04 .250222E-02 .011159
BPL5 .206157E-04 .184852E-02 .011153
BaG .263598E-04 .236224E-02 .011159
8PL7 .057720 .037064 1.55730
BPL8 .112566 .067695 1.66284
BPL9 .107764 .028401 3.19435




BPL13 .074659 .010560 7.06979
BPL14 .598769E-05 .532990E-03 .011234
BPL1S .155009E-04 .138294E-02 .011209
BPL16 .182672E-04 .163039E-02 .011204
EPL17 .131623E-04 .117384E-02 .011213
BPL18 .166329E-04 .148423E-02 .011206
BPL19 .853700E-05 .760323E-03 .011228
BPL2O .470610E-05 .418575E-03 .011243
EPL21 .856244E-05 .763009E-03 .011222





BINS -.183145 .029263 -6.25860
BIN6 -.183107 .029249 -6.26036
BIN? -.179399 .029101 -6.16467
BINS -.179062 .029012 -6.17211
BIN9 -.174639 .028829 -6.05775
BIN1O -.176477 .028904 -6.10554
BINI1 -.183282 .029353 -6.24.403
BIN12 -.183474 .029345 -6.25221
BIN13 -.183528 .029371. -6.24859
BIN14 -.183552 .029356 -6.25253
BIN15 -.183537 .029361 -6.25109
811416 -.183683 .029365 -6.25521
811417 -.184088 .029341 -6.27417
51N18 .159675 .021755 7.33966
311419 .141469 .022313 6.34029
811420 .165408 .022065 7.49642
BIN21 .160859 .022136 7.26674
311422 .153100 .022680 6.75038
B1N23 .153702 .023092 6.65602
B1N24 .152045 .023091 6.5845?
81N25 .162392 .023970 6.77493
B1N26 .144142 .022650 6.36402
1 2 3
@SSR 14.75826 3.78608 0.086170
@LOCL— 2754.78006
DELTA —0.070000MA1UFACTURING 5
(densities,no 1Vs, with regional dummies)
NUMBEROF OBSERVATIONS —598
Standard
Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic
PHI -.046404 .381427E-02-12.1660
PORTS .273610 .022758 12.0226
Z2 -.637616 .116874 -5.45390
Z3 -.775445 .124612 -6.22287
Z4 -.500388 .126975 -3.94086
Z5 -.393336 .125317 -3.13874
Z6 -.606263 .127472 -4.75603
27 -.537543 .126706 -4.24245
28 -.689191 .124148 -5.55137
29 -.699545 .124452 -5.62100
Xl -3.98788 .132287 -30.1457
X2 -4.03592 .132767 -30.3986
X3 -4.38427 .813469 -5.38960
X4 -4.36798 .768018 -5.68734
X5 -4.35622 .769250 -5.66294
X6 -4.20014 .776257 -5.41076
X7 -3.67949 .149538 -24.6058
X8 -3.56816 .149034 -23.9420
X9 -3.54116 .133974 -26.4318
210 -.620508 .119533 -5.19109
X10 -3.48577 .134158 -25.9825
Xli -3.44629 .131132 -26.2811
X12 -3.49110 .131446 -26.5591
X13 -3.41789 .128328 -26.6341
EPL1 .125576 .011898 10.5542
82L2 .055520 .013369 4.15288
B?L3 .172693E-02 .011470 .150557
5PL4 .112654E-02 .731849E-02 .153930
BPLS .652289E-03 .454506E-02 .143516
BPL6 .115401E-02 .750189E-02 .153829
EPL7 .058000 .036902 1.57175
BPLS .112825 .066847 1.68781
BPL9 .108024 .028198 3.83087
BPL1O .126057 .026763 4.71020
EPL11 .124968 .013199 9.46812
BPL12 .065249 .892956E-027.30709
EPL13 .074948 .010706 7.00048
BPL14 -. 349116E-03.303069E-02 -.115194












(densities,withIV'i with regional dummies)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS — 598
Standard
ParameterEstimate Error t-stacistic
PhI -.726994 1.75116 -.415151
poats .289515 .028304 10.2288
22 -.683598 1.15603 -.591331
23 -.756849 1.48987 -.507996
24 -.482273 1.58796 -.303705
25 -.367197 1.65784 -.221491
26 -.571878 1.60895 -.355436
27 -.505618 1.63760 -.308757
28 -.644747 1.42548 -.452301
29 -.701534 1.47069 -.477011
210 -.476003 .95678 -.497715
Xl -3.99796 1.88841 -2.11710
X2 -4.04888 1.84550 -2.19393
X3 -4.42834 1.99900 -2.21527
X4 -4.41127 2.00451 -2.20068
X5 -4.36031 2.01988 -2.15870
X6 -4.28055 2.03998 -2.09832
X7 -3.69502 1.81565 -2.03509
X8 -3.58360 1.79112 -2.00076
X9 -3.55618 1.77896 -1.99902
X10 -3.50340 1.76988 -1.97946
XLI. -3.46098 1.77558 -1.94921
fl2 -3,50646 1.75253 -2.00080
X13 -3.43187 1.71870 -1.99678
flU .125100 .012140 10.3045
BPL2 .054867 .013251 4.14071
1PL3 .967579E-03 .819219E•02 .118110
BPL4 .480453E-03 .411166E-02 .116851
BPLS .257365E-03 .233010E-02 .110452
BPL6 .301210E-03 .276041E-02 .109118
fiLl .057393 .037803 1.51821
fitS .112356 .067509 1.66431
BPL9 .107542 .028745 3.14123
BPL10 .125560 .027356 4.58990
BPLLL .124483 .013656 9.11705
flL12 .064835 .870407E-027.44879
3PL13 .074711 .011128 6.71362
BPL14 .186629E-03 ,18751OE-02 .099530
fiLls .287749E-03 .253408E-02 .113552
flL16 .350200E-03 .297153E-02 .117852
fiLl? .189576E-03 .188225E-02 .100718
BELls .297442E-03 .260130E-02 .114343
BPL19 .155047E-03.168574E-02.091976
BPL2O -162322E-03.172364E-02.094174
BPL21 .275595E-03 .2511698-02 .109725
3PL22 .181084E-03.1833958-02.098740Instrumental Variable Equation
BINl .523507E-05 .117057E-04 .447225
81N2 .743785E-03 .051920 .014325
31N3 -.671814E-03.648847E-02 -.103540
31N4 -.257871E-04.614906E-04 -.419367
BINS 1.00613 .273087 3.66429
BIN6 .982102 .273534 3.59042
31N7 .962883 .273132 3.52534
BINS .954838 .273201 3.49500
BIN9 .962702 .273132 3.52467
BIN1O .971731 .273016 3.55925
BIN11
--.963852 .273157 3.52856
31N12 .949057 .273034 3.47596
31N13 .941717 .273196 3.44704
31N14 .935968 .273170 3.42632
BIN1S .939189 .273309 3.43636
BIN16 .925078 .273329 3.38449
B1N17 .905282 .273408 3.31110
51N18 -.542689 .237773 -2.28238
BIN19 -.728995 .249342 -2.92367
11N20 - .784601 .263617 -2.97629
BIN21 -.822427 .267471 -3.07483
B1N22 -.792753 .265320 -2.98791
B1N23 -.808511 .274524 -2.94513
Z1N24 -.684071 .267566 -2.55664
31N25 -.703303 .272968 -2.57650
B1N26 -.399443 .265256 -1.50588
1 2 3
@SSR 12.23521 3.78827 3.78523
LOCL —1647.97457
DELTA —0.0050000FINANCE 1
(value added, no IV's, no Regional Dummies)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS —598
Standard
ParameterEstimate Error C-statistic
PHI -40.1214 3.65660 -10.9723
PORTS .279225 .029767 9.38042
Xl -4.87729 .049483 -98.5647
X2 -5.06639 .086344 -58.6770
X3 -5.28433 .124461 -42.4578
X4 -5.19470 .140378 -37.0051
X5 -5.10734 .161935 -31.5395
X6 -5.00218 .149709 -33.4127
X7 -4.63234 .174987 -26.4724
X8 -4.36703 .137500 -31.7601
X9 -4.33638 .084796 -51.1392
XlO -4.25813 .080467 -52.9177
Xli -4.20577 .060455 -69.5690
X12 -4.35660 .062503 -69.7021
X13 -4.33800 .064839 -66.9047
BFL1 .160986 .035808 4.49576
BPL2 .087798 .036652 2.39546
BPL3 .057343 .035228 1.62775
BPL4 .056823 .035158 1.61623
BPL5 .055861 .035129 1.59017
SF1.6 .055988 .035065 1.59670
BPL7 .087270 .047508 1.83696
BPL8 .147452 .066147 2.22916
BPL9 .142634 .045253 3.15193
321.10 .161389 .043944 3.67263
BPL11 .160089 .037859 4.22852
EPL12 .095830 .035277 2.71651
3PL13 .104688 .035976 2.90992
321.14 -.033200 .034608 -.959331
321.15 -.023571 .035008 -.673289
SF1.16 -.044150 .034338 -1.28576
821.17 -.045766 .034301 -1.33426
321.18 -.042957 .034231 -1.25492
BPL19 -.046447 .034329 -1.35300
321.20 -.033568 .034779 -.965185
321.21 -.043140 .034512 -1.25000





(value added, no IV'i with Regional Dummies)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS —598
Standard
Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic
PHI -26.8632 5.73063 -4.68766
PORTS .369011 .028765 12.8286
22 .120955 .290286 .416674
Z3 .033419 .292451 .114271
.367025 .286958 1.27902
25 .429971 .285705 1.50494
26 .306420 .286551 1.06934
27 .413994 .287459 1.44018
28 .106248 .293422 .362102
Z9 .248903 .291184 .854797
210 .084588 .290185 .291498
Xl -5.27125 .290651 -18.1360
X2 -5.43008 .294422 -18.4432
X3 -6.12737 .867284 -7.06500
X4 -6.08661 1.08879 -5.59024
X5 -6.21901 1.09185 -5.69584
X6 -6.04690 1.12739 -5.36364
Xl -4.96524 .339737 -14.6149
X8 -4.73289 .329855 -14.3484
X9 -4.70322 .299308 -15.7137
X10 -4.62284 .295777 -15.6295
Xli -4.56852 .290318 -15.7363
X12 -4.69478 .290054 -16.1859
X13 -4.66884 .290905 -16.0493
SF1.1 .125770 .012611 9.97280
SF1.2 .055831 .013245 4.21534
SF1.3 .336696E-02 .010247 .328569
SF1.4 .281342E-02 .010731 .262186
3PL5 .129060E-02.603767E-02.213759
SF1.6 .163238E-02.727669E-02.224329
SF1.7 .057835 .03601.7 1.60578
321.8 .112903 .066859 1.68867
BPL9 .108149 .028832 3.75103
SF1.10 .126111 .026504 4.75820
321.11 .125017 .014803 8.44551
321.12 .065057 .933021E-026.97273
321.13 .075081 .011122 6.75060
32L14 -.198474E-03 .388171E-02-.051131












(value added, with IV'a, no Regional Dummies)
NUNZE& OP OBSEaVATIONS — 598
Standard
Paraaeter Estimate Error c-statistic
PHI -33.4004 13.4185 -2.48912
POtTS .389704 .052811 7.37919
U .085628 .302521 .283049
Z3 -.011614 .308851 -.037605
Z4 .327414 .297843 1.09928
Z5 .416246 .298255 1.39560
Z6 .284783 .297529 .957159
Z7 .383161 .300965 1.27311
lB .043497 .309571 .140508
Z9 .192609 .311282 .618761
110 .055399 .301373 .183821
Xl -4.28150 .318891 .13.4262
X2 -4.44021 .320766 -13.8425
X3 -5.80600 27.3718 -.212116
X4 -5.78637 27.6187 -.209509
X5 -5.88747 27.6107 -.213231
X6 -5.72464 27.5949 -.207453
X7 -3.96774 .369222 -10.7462 U -3.73448 .363276 -10.2800
X9 -3.70590 .321785 -11.5167
X10 -3.62370 .320610 -11.3025
Xli. -3.56983 .315311 -11.3216
X12 -3.69708 .316237 -11.6909
X13 -3.66994 .317067 -11.5747
IPL1 .125375 .013246 9.46497
8PL2 .055038 .013638 4.03559
BPL3 .128170E-03 .012532 .010227
SPL4 .813418E-04.802298E-02.010139
BPLS .246099E-04 .242981E-02 .010128
ZPLG .374476E-04 .369324E-02 .010139
8PL7 .057384 .037147 1.54477
5PL8 .112575 .066720 1.68729
8PL9 .107802 .028499 3.78261
BPL1O .125780 .027092 4.64263
EPU1 .124700 .014673 8.49865
EPL12 .064868 .947309E-026.84759









3PL22 -. 583887E-05.583543E-03-.010006Ihsnu2Ienta1 VariableEquation
BINI .124735E-05 .234657E-06 5.31.562




81N6 -.019041 .533295E-02 -3.57039
31N7 -.014269 .556383E-02 -2.56463
BINS -.013648 .562440E-02 -2.42660
BIN9 -.721250E-02.554565E-02 -1.30057





BIN1S -.020553 .538678E-02 -3.81552
31N16 -.020768 .542715E-02 -3.82675
BIN17 -.021132 .549047E-02 -3.84888
1 2 3
@SSR 51.95114 3.78606 0.033678
@LOCL —2717.38030
DELTA —0.030000E1NACE 4
(value added, with tV's,withregional dummies)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS — 598
Standard
Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic
Pal -30.7597 11.1182 -2.76661
poats .383088 .044951 8.52113
Z2 .088440 .335452 .263644
Z3 -.012383 .343512 -.036048
Z4 .328298 .334559 .981285
Z5 .446467 .347626 1.28433
26 .285490 .334885 .852501
V .390760 .336113 1.16259
28 .046030 .342440 .134419
29 .192109 .339392 .566039
210 .056346 .340234 .165581
Xl -4.29362 .340187 -12.6214
X2 -4.44935 .345129 -12.8919
X3 -5.86326 23.3949 -.250621
X4 -5.96285 23.4660 -.254105
X5 -6.04382 23.4489 -.257744
X6 -5.87962 23.4338 -.250903
X7 -3.97408 .401569 -9.89637
X8 -3.74302 .382662 -9.78154
X9 -3.71456 .347730 -10.6823
X10 -3.63191 .347059 -10.4648
Xli -3.57792 .342344 -10.4513
X12 -3.70427 .344461 -10.7538
X13 -3.67614 .343720 -10.6951
BPL1 .125384 .013698 9.15332
Bfl..2 .055082 .014412 3.82189
BPL3 .149746E-03 .012504 .011976
BPL.4 .556646E-04 .466253E-02 .011939
BPL5 .254578E-04 .213232E-02 .011939
BPL6 .330701E-04 .276774E-02 .011948
3PL7 .057545 .040303 1.42780
BPLS .112589 .067771 1.66131
BPL9 .107802 .029124 3.70154
3PI.10 .125792 .027611 4.55592
BPL.11 .124679 .011570 7.09608
3PL12 .064824 .011776 5.50468
BPL13 .074926 .010856 6.90168
BPL14 -.426332E-05.361114E-03 -.011806







3PL22 -. 636464K-OS.536823E-03-.011856Instrunutal VariableEquation
51N1 .591437E-04 .979830E-05 6.03612
81N2 -.073443 .026564 -2.76470
BIN3 .046126 .014340 3.216GB
51N4 .553052E-04 .884803E-04 .625056
BINS -1.72526 .251799 -6.85173
81N6 -1.72463 .250897 -6.87385
51N7 -1.64180 .250886 •6.54399
BINS -1.61989 .250482 -6.46707
51N9 -1.52079 .249317 -6.09980
BIN1O -1.56958 .249444 -6.29232
BIN11 -1.72684 .254267 -6.79145
BIN12 -1.72748 .253614 -6.81145
81N13 -1.72722 .251906 -6.85661
31N14 -1.72783 .251964 .6.85744
31N15 -1.72863 .252733 -6.83975
BINI6 -1.73376 .254408 -6.81488
BIN17 -1.73174 .252042 -6.87084
BIN18 .972389 .198238 4.90515
81N19 .923518 .210551 4.38619
BIN2O .899862 .213192 4.22090
BIN21 1.15131 .221671 5.19376
31N22 .832651 .223450 3.72635
81N23 .979981 .227237 4.31259
BI24 .864774 .224078 3.85926
BIN2S .793807 .235664 3.36839
31N26 .810222 .230375 3.51696
1 2 3
@SSR 37.55479 3.78603 11.64644
@LOCL —1040.13569
DELTA —0.030000FIMA￿CE 5
(densities, no Iv's, with regional dummies)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS —598
Standard
Parameter Estimate Error t-statistic
PHI -.015284 .175482E-02-8.70991
PORTs .366980 .031057 11.8162
Z2 -.354812 .133622 -2.65534
13 -.619017 .148725 -4.16217
14 -.210880 .148052 -1.42436
15 -.221311 .155590 -1.42240
16 -.339298 .154584 -2.19491
17 -.253552 .156654 -1.61855
18 -.609460 .161163 -3.78163
Z9 -.481826 .154617 -3.11626
110 -.550922 .143749 -3.83253
Xl -4.54926 .167198 -27.1116
X2 -4.71502 .176511 .26.7124
X3 -5.39218 .758519 -7.10882
X4 -5.35480 .942585 -5.68091
X5 -5.51346 .989367 -5.57271
X6 -5.32826 1.01695 -5.23944
X7 -4.26935 .242377 -17.6145
X8 -4.03993 .238101 -16.9673
X9 -4.00833 .180440 -22.2142
X10 -3.93386 .176566 -22.2798
Xli -3.67939 .167578 -23.1497
X12 -4.00295 .165891 -24.1300
X13 -3.98211 .167970 -23.7109
.125513 .012187 10.2986
BPL2 .055588 .012987 4.28021
BPL.3 .351068E-02 .945335E-02 .371369
BPL4 .288730E-02 .966478E-02 .298745
BPLS .105397E-02.404565E-02.260518
BPL6 .145757E-02.546609E-02.266658
BPL7 .057545 .035866 1.60441
BPLS .112627 .066847 1.68484
BPL9 .107887 .028365 3.80352
BPL1O .125823 .026253 4.79263
BPLX1 .124744 .014423 8.64874
BPL12 .064773 .873039E-027.41922
BPL13 .074774 .010727 6.97090













(densities,with 1W., with regional dummies)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS — 598
Standard
Parazeter Estimate Error t-stttistic
PHI -.490420 .913730 -.536723
PORTS .391767 .054759 7.15434
12 -.146759 .360662 -.406914
23 -.239045 .412487 -.579521
24 .155062 .397757 .389842
25 ..316741 .348565 .908698
16 .122644 .398698 .307612
17 .243257 .363360 .669465
18 -.189862 .380395 -.499119
19 -.040995 .418138 -.098042
210 -.149534 .304110 -.491710
Xl -4.09645 .590895 -6.93262
X2 -4.25048 .586675 -7.24504
X3 -5.74843 37.1723 -.152186
X4 -5.97758 38.3872 -.155718
X5 -6.00979 38.3774 -.156597
X6 -5.84026 38.3611 -.152244
X7 -3.77559 .580456 -6.50452
X8 -3.54650 .560365 -6.32892
X9 -3.52132 .534815 -6.58419
X10 -3.43930 .518859 -6.62859
Xli -3.39124 .500242 -6.71921
Xl? -3.52557 .484904 -7.27066
X13 -3.50076 .465924 -7.51358
EPL1 .125371 .013803 9.08267
BPL2 .055063 .014048 3.91967
BPL3 .910529E-04 .012273 .741897E-02
BPL4 .164411E-04 .225264E-02 .729860E-02
BPLS .686989E-05 .941170E-03 .729931E-02
BPL6 .102946E-04 .140965E-02 .730296E-02
BPL7 .051574 .039609 1.45357
BPL8 .112592 .067353 1.67168
BPL9 .101800 .028750 3.74957
£PL1O .125795 .028376 4.43315
EPL11 .124676 .019937 6.25352
BPL12 .064834 .011569 5.60406









5PL22 -. 582611E-07.124886E-04-.466515E-021nstrtintal VariableEquation
BINI -.973509E-06.952486E-05-.102207
31N2 .497923E-03 .022415 .022213
51N3 .253571E-02 .013043 .194409
31N4 .151730E-03 .756?90E-042.00491
BINS .278944 .232973 1.19732
31N6 .270104 .232156 1.16346
BIN? .325409 .231192 1.40752
BINS .335575 .231108 1.45203
BIN9 .414452 .231608 1.78945
SINIO .380006 .231246 1.64329
BINIL .209303 .235021 .890572
BINI2 .194414 .234418 .829348
BIN13 .191698 .233768 .820036
BIN14 .174109 .233198 .746616
BIN1S .154902 .234232 .661319
BINI6 .135084 .235929 .572561
B1N17 .104913 .236747 .443146
BUllS -.193829 .178693 -1.08470
BIN19 -.275376 .194692 -1.41442
BIN2O -.323006 .193601 -1.66841
BIN2I -.091618 .194252 -.471645
BIN22 -.344637 .196669 .1.75237
B1N23 -.240600 .201282 .1.19534
3IN24 -.281618 .199289 -1.41341
31N25 -.377194 .208073 -1.81279
BIN2G -.099505 .200446 -.496418
1 2 3
@SSK 52.07647 3.78594 8.98681
QLDCI. —1033.47250
DELTA—0.00100000